
Create the Perfect Course & 
Program Change Form

CourseLeaf Curriculum (CIM) streamlines the entire process of creating,  
editing, managing, and archiving course and program proposals at your  
institution. Our dynamic next generation smart forms include institution 
specific business logic, data mapping, and automatically drives workflow. 
Forms pre-populate with course data from the Student Information System 
(SIS) and program content from the catalog. CIM displays a CourseLeaf 
Ecosystem to identify impact of change with the option to notify users. After 
governance approval, the CIM SIS Sync step provides an accuracy report 
between your CIM data and the SIS before bridging the data back to the SIS.

Leepfrog Technologies
2451 Oakdale Blvd, Suite 100
Coralville, IA 52241 
Ph: (319) 337-3877 or 888-533-7376 
www.courseleaf.com

REQUEST A 
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CourseLeaf Curriculum 
CIM

Transparency for all 
institution staff

Streamline curriculum 
process

Historical record of all 
edits and proposals

Vast reporting tools

Reduce time in work-
flow and governance

Identify impact through 
our Ecosystem

Data mapping and 
modelling

Syncs with your SIS and 
catalog

Benefits





I can sincerely say that, of 
all the software implemen-
tations that I have been 
part of, this was the most 
efficient.

Juan Gilberto Garcia Jr.
Texas A&M International
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CIM clients have access to CourseLeaf Integration Tools (CIT) (i.e. CourseLeaf SIS Transfer 
Package, CIM SIS Sync, and CIM SIS Bridge). Our sophisticated integration options  
streamlines data, eliminates duplicate data entry, and assures accuracy.

INTEGRATION

We welcome you to partner with CourseLeaf from Leepfrog Technologies, Inc. to 
create course and program proposals. With our unique approach, schools make  
decisions for Leepfrog to skillfully implement. Let us do the heavy lifting of your 
project with a detailed migration process to generate campus specific dynamic Next 
Generation Smart Forms for course and program proposals. 

Based on our extensive experience working with higher education institutions, we 
advise based on best practices and have surpassed industry standards with our  
baseline software. Examples include CIM SIS Sync, AllCodes, structured content, 
dynamic workflow, and extensive data modeling and mapping.
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HOURS
FEWER33% 

Fewer hours are spent 
by moving workfload 
from faculty to the soft-
ware with CourseLeaf’s 
next generation smart 
forms. 

CIM also showed an 
increase in accuracy 
between the CourseLeaf 
catalog (CAT), curricu-
lum, and SIS.

Sara Sides
Director, Registrar’s Office
Towson University

CIM has made life so 
much easier for the Reg-
istrar’s Office, but the 
best part is how much 
our faculty, chairs and 
curriculum committee 
members love it!  It is 
very user-friendly.



IMPLEMENTATION


